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Nokia’s share price rose by 40 percent on the New York
Stock Exchange as the market responded positively to it
plans to shed its phone unit to Microsoft for €5.44bn. The
share price climbed from around $4 to as high as $5.58,
although it has since dropped off slightly.
However, Microsoft’s share price on the NASDAQ fell by
five percent, from $33 to $31.3, suggesting Redmond's
investors are less convinced of the acquisition's business
merits.
As the US markets were opening outgoing Microsoft chief
executive Steve Ballmer was telling analysts and media
that he believes there are clear benefits in the deal for the
firm.

“With the deal we can bring a unified brand to the market so our messaging will get a lot simpler. We can do a lot better
for consumers than names like the Nokia Lumia Windows Phone 1020,” he said.
“Innovation will also improve as while we have worked together in the past there are some lines that are hard to be
innovative on. The Lumia 1020 is an awesome device for imaging but as one company we could have made it ever greater
with software and services.”
Finally, Ballmer said that business agility would be improved as the deal would ensure all major decisions around
marketing or distribution are made in concert, rather than separately.
Ballmer also said the decision by Microsoft to license the use of Nokia’s Here mapping tools was good news for the firms
and the wider industry too by ensuring Google did not dominate the market on its own.
“It’s important there is more than one digital map of the world and with this transaction Microsoft will get the flexibility to
integrate Nokia’s Here apps into all our experience and the freedom to innovative,” he said.
Ballmer also confirmed that despite the purchase Microsoft would continue to make its Window Phone platform available for
other OEMs to license and use in devices, as he claimed more firms would be interested in using the platform as the firm
"blazes a trail" in the market with
Lumia devices.
Which
of the following best
While the markets may have been unimpressed
with Microsoft's
decision to buy Nokia's phone unit, IDC analyst Francisco
describes
your job?
Jeronimo said the firm was far better placed than Nokia to compete against Android and Apple.
"We will probably see more agreementsIT like
this one
future. The time for pure-play vendors has ended and the
Director/
CIO in
or the
equivalent
remaining ones haven't understood that yet," he said.
IT Manager
"Nokia realised it didn't have the financial resources
to become the third alternative to Apple and Samsung in the
smartphone segment. Instead of waiting to see whether that would change and eventually risk running out of cash, it
Technical
expert
decided to sell itself to the only company really
keen to
invest in Windows Phone."

The deal for Nokia is expected to close by the start of 2014, with Stephen Elop, who until today was chief executive of
Other
Nokia, now set to head up Microsoft's new devices unit. This move back to Microsoft has made him the out and out
frontrunner for the top role at Microsoft.
What are quick questions?
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Don't hail a taxi in these cities, it'll cost you a fortune
We reveal the most expensive cities to hail a cab in...
Read here >

Featured Video

In this video, Charles Stanley Direct looks at the hidden charges investors typically pay to hold funds and argues that its
pricing model is more transparent.
Watch the Video Here
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